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• Published: Korea, Israel, Denmark, Sweden, Turkey, Norway 

 

• 2014: Czech Republic, Italy, Australia, Japan, Portugal 

• Final report after completion of reviews 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OECD Reviews of Health Care Quality 



• The 2012 ‘Coordination Reform’  sets out an 
ambitious strategic vision to pivot the health 
system toward primary and community care  

 

 

NORWAY 

 … but key players such as GPs and the mental 

health sector have weaker incentives for 
change 

 

 

 

… and under-developed data infrastructures 
are limiting progress towards better quality 

care 

 

 



• recent policy has mainly focused on 
reducing deficits  

 

 

ITALY 

…but greater attention needs to be given to 
health care quality and outcomes 

 

 …and a decentralized quality governance 
model is lacking central standardisation 

and accountability  
 

 



• In a highly fragmented system, various 
initiatives  have sought to join the dots 

 

 

AUSTRALIA 

…but there is a surprising lack of 
information about quality and outcomes at 

local level 

 

 
… and improving care in rural and remote 

communities must be about more than 
increasing availability 

 

 



• A remarkably open health care system, 
coupled with a responsive national fee 
schedule has served well until now 
 

 

JAPAN 

…but quality architecture is almost 
exclusively focussed on minimum inputs  

 

 … and a distinct, specialist primary care 
sector is lacking 

 

 



 
 

 

Balancing governance  

for health service 

performance across central 

and local authorities 
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• Federal systems: USA, Switzerland 

 

• Recently created regional systems: Italy, 
Spain 

 

• Unitary states with traditions of strong local 
government: Nordic countries 

 

• Highly centrailzed unitary systems: Greece, 
Turkey 

Governance arrangements vary greatly 

across countries 



Central authorities taking an increasing 

prominent role 

Setting the strategic direction 

Assuring the quality of inputs 

Guidelines and indicators 

Patient safety 

Patient experiences 



Central authorities are taking on an 

increasingly prominent role: 

Participation of each level of government in health spending across 
OECD countries, 2011 



An intolerance of variation: 



But tensions are evident 

Information gaps 

Capacity gaps 

Funding gaps 

Accountability gaps 



 

• How can governance for health service 

performance be balanced across 

central and local authorities? 

In short … 



• A prominent focus on local accountability 

for nationally agreed results 

What’s needed? 

• Equal clarity over the roles and 

responsibilities of central government 

• Effective dialogue between central and 

local authorities 

• Flexibility and regular re-evaluation of 
whether governance arrangements meet 
needs 



ITALY 



More can be done … 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

Comments / questions 

 

 
ian.forde@oecd.org 
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